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Abstract. Computer Vision has its own Turing test: Can a machine describe the 

contents of an image or a video in the way a human being would do? In this pa-

per, the progress of Deep Learning for image recognition is analyzed in order to 

know the answer to this question. In recent years, Deep Learning has increased 

considerably the precision rate of many tasks related to computer vision. Many 

datasets of labeled images are now available online, which leads to pre-trained 

models for many computer vision applications. In this work, we gather infor-

mation of the latest techniques to perform image understanding and description. 

As a conclusion we obtained that the combination of Natural Language Pro-

cessing (using Recurrent Neural Networks and Long Short-Term Memory) plus 

Image Understanding (using Convolutional Neural Networks) could bring new 

types of powerful and useful applications in which the computer will be able to 

answer questions about the content of images and videos. In order to build da-

tasets of labeled images, we need a lot of work and most of the datasets are built 

using crowd work. These new applications have the potential to increase the 

human machine interaction to new levels of usability and user’s satisfaction. 

Keywords: Computer Vision, Deep Learning, Image Understanding, CNN, 

Scene Recognition, Object classification. 

1 Introduction  

Computer vision is a field of computer science that works on enabling computers to 

see, identify and process images in the same way that human vision does [1]; that 

indeed is a very complex task. With the exponential growth of the computing power 

and the increased number of cameras that are installed all over the cities, now it is 

possible to build automated systems that accomplish with computer vision tasks [2]. 
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However, complex tasks (HIT = Human Intelligence Task [3]) are still under investi-

gation. Among these difficult tasks, we have image understanding in which the com-

puter is able to describe the image in a similar way a human being would do it. Due to 

its complexity and its potential, it is a worth researching area for new applications. 

Table 1 presents a list of applications of Image Understanding [4], in which its contri-

bution may change deeply those areas. 

Table 1. Image Understanding Applications [4]. 

Area Example 

Inspection tasks 
- Checking the results of casting processes for impurities. 

- Screening of medical images, screening of plant samples. 

 

Remote Sensing 

 

- Cartography. 

- Monitoring of traffic along roads, docks, and at airfields. 

- Management of land resources such as water, forestry, soil. 

Making Comput-

er Power More 

Accessible 

 

- Management information systems that have communication 

channels wider than systems that are work by typing or pointing. 

- Document readers, design aids for architects, engineers. 

Military Applica-

tions 

 

- Tracking moving objects, automatic navigation based on passive 

sensing, target acquisition and range finding. 

Aids for the 

Partially Sighted 

 

- Systems that read a document and say what was read. 

- Automatic "guide dog" navigation systems.  

 

 

1.1 Theoretical framework 

Event recognition. An event can be seen as a semantically meaningful human activi-

ty, taking place within a selected environment and containing a number of necessary 

objects. It can also be defined as a descriptive interpretation of the visual world for 

the blind. In the other hand, for best understanding of images we can use the 5Ws 

questions: who, where, what, when and how. With event recognition, 3 of the 5 ques-

tions can be answered [5]: what? - The event label, where? - The scene environment 

label, who? - A list of the object categories. 

It can be said that event recognition is composed of scene recognition + classifica-

tion. The SUN dataset [6] (Scene Understanding) is an example of event recognition 

effort in which all the pictures are organized in hierarchical categories. 

Scene recognition. In scene recognition, algorithms learn global statistics of the sce-

ne categories. In order to get better results and depending of the application, it is nec-

essary to distinguish indoor scenes from outdoor scenes [7].  
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Fine-grained recognition. Is the task of distinguishing between visually very similar 

objects such as the species of a bird, the breed of a dog or the model of an aircraft[8]. 

Object category recognition. Classifying images can be defined as a collection of 

regions, describing only their appearance and ignoring their spatial structure. For 

object categorization there are generative and discriminative models. Image similarity 

metrics are also used for object recognition, for example, distance metrics: Dssd, 

Dwarp, Dshift [9]. Object classification can be binary or multiclass classification. 

BOW (Bag of Words). Bag of visual words is a vector of occurrence counts of a 

vocabulary of local image features. A codebook represents an image as sequence of 

appearance words. BOW can be treated as a supervised or unsupervised task [10]; the 

scene classification is a supervised task and the  object discovery is unsupervised. 

1.2 Related works 

Many related works refer the use of Convolutional Networks for analyzing visual 

imagery, because CNN identify parts of objects in its convolution stages. [11]. For 

using CNN we need large amount of training data. Table 2 enumerates examples of 

popular specialized Image Datasets that are used for training a Deep Learning model; 

we have selected them in order to highlight the diverse fields of application. 

Table 2. Specialized image databases for machine learning training. 

Database Description Task Content 

VOC12 Pascal VOC 2012 Object Image Classifi-

cation / Segmentation 

(20 classes) 

Person, animals, 

vehicles, indoor 

objects 

MIT67 MIT 67 Indoor Scenes Scene Image Classifi-

cation (67 categories) 

Indoor places 

VOC11s PASCAL VOC 2011 Object Category Seg-

mentation / Action 

classification (10 action 

classes + other) 

Person, animals, 

vehicles, indoor 

objects 

200Birds UCSD-Caltech 2011-

200 Birds dataset 

Fine-grained Recogni-

tion (200 categories) 

Bird species 

102Flowers Oxford 102 Flowers Fine-grained Recogni-

tion (102 categories) 

Flower categories 

H3Datt H3D poselets Human 

9 Attributes 

Attribute Detection 

(150 categories) 

Poselets for person 

LFW Labeled Faces in the 

Wild 

Metric Learning / Face 

recognition 

Famous people in 

different poses 

Oxford5k Oxford 5k Buildings 

Dataset 

Instance Retrieval (11 

landmarks) 

Oxford landmarks 

Paris6k Paris 6k Buildings[12] Instance Retrieval Paris landmarks 

Sculp6k Oxford Sculptures Instance Retrieval (10 Sculptures by Hen-
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Dataset objects to detect) ry Moore and Au-

guste Rodin 

Holidays INRIA Holidays 

Scenes Dataset 

Instance Retrieval (500 

image groups) 

INRIA personal 

holiday photos 

UKB Uni. of Kentucky 

Retrieval Benchmark 

Dataset 

Instance Retrieval 

(2550 classes) 

Animals, plants, 

household objects 

IAPR TC-12 IAPR TC-12 Bench-

mark 

Image captioning in 

English, German and 

Spanish 

Sports and actions, 

people, animals, 

cities, landscapes 

Flickr 30k 30k Flickr images 

with captions 

Image captioning Images of different 

types of objects 

MSCOCO Microsoft Common 

Objects in Context 

Object detection, seg-

mentation, image cap-

tioning 

Person, animals, 

vehicles, furniture 

Other interesting image datasets are [13] for video surveillance, human health moni-

toring, human pose, etc., in [14] they have 22.210 fully annotated images with objects 

and many with parts, in [15] there is a database of 360 degrees panoramas, in [16] 

there is a database of 400,000 spoken captions for natural images (Places 205 dataset). 

In the other hand, in [2] they highlight the use of deep and wide networks like 

VGGNet [17] and GooLeNet [18]. 

A very interesting work is [19]; they study human behavior-recognition algorithms 

to understand transit scenes. They present datasets and implementation details. They 

highlight that there is still a big gap in analytical skills between a typical security 

guard and state of the art in image processing algorithms. 

There are also many image understanding reviews that are applied to medicine, 

like [20], in which they introduce the state of the art in image understanding for iris 

biometrics. They present datasets, applications and conditions that may affect the iris.  

Moreover, in [21], they present a survey for video tracking. It consists from simple 

window tracking to complex models that learn shape and dynamics. 

After doing this preliminary review we come up with a research question: The use 

of image understanding may assist workers to get a better performance compared with 

traditional methods? What are popular tools for working with image understanding? 

What limitations are there in the field of image understanding? 

2 Materials and Methods 

In order to make this paper, we worked in two parts: documental and practical. For 

the documental part, we included mostly the papers that work with Deep Learning 

because this technology has given the best results in many computer vision tasks [11]. 

We also gave importance to papers that use Natural Language Processing methods 

because it is necessary to generate the text that describe the images. Finally, our last 

criterion for selecting the relevant papers was its topic. We chose papers in the fields 
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of Medicine, urban traffic, outdoor and indoor places, human actions and common 

object detection. In the other hand, we excluded papers that work in other fields like 

Agriculture, industry and other specialized areas, because we had to limit the depth of 

the study, considering that image understanding may be applied to any field of 

knowledge. In order to get the latest scientific information, we looked for academic 

databases like IEEE Xplore, Google Scholar, Research Gate, etc.; for all these aca-

demic databases we used the search string “image understanding”. In the other hand, 

we found papers from 10 or 15 years ago that best describe the basic theory behind 

computer vision techniques and papers from recent years which describe the latest 

techniques. 

For the practical part of this study, we used the github (public projects repository) 

to get the code that allows us to work with image understanding. We also followed 

the Kaggle’s tutorials for deep learning in order to have a better knowledge of the key 

concepts of this technology. We use a machine with the following features: Alienware 

with Intel Core i7 processor, CPU 2.80 GHz, 64 bits architecture, 16GB of RAM 

memory, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 graphic card. Table 3 describes the experi-

ments that we conducted. 

Table 3. Image understanding in different IDE with datasets. 

IDE Library Dataset Task 

Matlab Deep Learning toolbox AlexNet Object recognition 

Matlab Deep Learning toolbox VGG16, VGG19 Object recognition 

RStudio Keras MNIST Digit recognition 

RStudio Keras Fashion MNIST Clothes classification 

RStudio Keras ImageNet [22] Object recognition 

We also tried platform solutions available online for image understanding. Table 4 

describes them. 

Table 4. Platform solutions for image understanding. 

Solution Vendor Task 

Watson [23] IBM Image captioning 

Caption bot [24] Microsoft Image captioning 

“Dog breed prediction with Keras” 

Tensorflow kernel [25] 
Kaggle 

Dog breed recognition 

   

3 Results 

The most relevant works for image understanding are presented in the following lines. 
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In [26], they present a Bayesian hierarchical model to learn and recognize natural 

scenes with the advantage that the learning model needs minimal human intervention. 

In [27], a visual dictionary in which the nouns of the English language are arranged 

and related by their semantic meaning [28] is introduced. 

In [29], they use Deep Learning to build a model for scene recognition. They also 

have an online demo where an image can be uploaded and the algorithm describes the 

content of that image [30]. 

In [31], they present a model which is able to answer questions about the content of 

an image. The model uses Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to extract the question 

representation, a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to extract the visual represen-

tation and LSTM to store the linguistic context in an answer; they use a fusing com-

ponent to combine the information of the other 3 components. They also show the 

FM-IQA dataset with 150,000 images and 310,000 question-answer pairs. The model 

is able to answer questions like “Where is the cat?” giving the answer “On the table” 

In [32], they propose neural networks and visual semantic embeddings to predict 

answers to simple questions about images. They also present a question generation 

algorithm which converts image descriptions into Question-Answer form. 

In [33], they introduce a Region Proposal Network (RPN) that shares full-image 

convolutional features that enable low-cost region proposals. The RPN is a fully-

convolutional network that simultaneously predicts object bounds and object scores at 

each position. They use RPN and the Fast R-CNN algorithm for training the convolu-

tional features. 

Scene labeling is a challenging computer vision task which requires the use of lo-

cal discriminative features and global context information. In [34], they adopt a deep 

recurrent convolutional neural network (RCNN) for this task. They use the backprop-

agation through Time algorithm for an easy and simple training. 

In [35], they present a multimodal Recurrent Neural Network (m-RNN) for gener-

ating sentence descriptions in order to explain the contents of images. The model 

consists of a deep RNN for sentences and a deep CNN for images. The model is vali-

dated on IAPR TC-12, Flickr 8K and Flickr 30K datasets. 

In [36], they introduce an encoder-decoder pipeline that learns a multimodal joint 

embedding space with images and text. The encoder allows ranking images and sen-

tences while the decoder generates descriptions of images. They also use LSTM to 

encode sentences. 

In [37], they present a model that generates natural language descriptions of imag-

es and their regions. They use Convolutional Neural Networks for image regions, 

bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network architecture to generate descriptions of image 

regions. The experiments are done with Flickr 8k, Flickr 30k and MSCOCO datasets. 

In [38], they trained a large, deep convolutional neural network to classify 1.3 mil-

lion high-resolution images in the Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 

LSVRC-2010 ImageNet dataset into 1,000 different classes. The neural network has 

60 million parameters and 500,000 neurons and 5 convolutional layers, some are con-

nected to max-pooling layers, and 3 fully-connected layers with a final 1000-way 

softmax. They use the dropout method to reduce overfitting. 
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In [39], they address the task of learning new visual concepts, and their interactions 

with other concepts, from few images with sentence descriptions. Their method is 

able to conceive the semantic meaning of the new words and add them into its word 

dictionary, so the new concepts will be used to describe images. 

In [40], they investigate the effect of the convolutional network depth on its accu-

racy in the large-scale image recognition setting. They evaluate very deep convolu-

tional networks, with up to 19 weight layers. It is claimed that representation depth is 

beneficial for the classification accuracy.  

In [41], they present a generative model based on a deep recurrent architecture that 

combines recent advances in computer vision and machine translation in order to 

generate natural sentences that describe an image. This is challenging because a de-

scriptor must capture objects and it has to express how the objects interact with each 

other; moreover the semantic knowledge has to be put in a language like English. 

In [42], they introduce an attention based model that automatically learns to de-

scribe the content of an image. They train the model using backpropagation tech-

niques and maximize the variational lower bound (ELBO Evidence Lower Bound). 

They evaluate the model with Flickr 8k, Flickr 30k and MSCOCO. 

In [43], they propose the use of visual denotations of linguistic expressions to de-

fine denotational similarity metrics. To compute denotational similarities they con-

struct a denotation graph (a subsumption hierarchy over constituents and their denota-

tions, based on a large corpus of 30K images and 150K descriptive captions).    

In [44], they present a dataset to improve object recognition models by placing the 

question of object recognition in the context of scene understanding. They label ob-

jects with pre-instance segmentations to aid precise object localization. The dataset 

contains pictures of 91 object types which are easily recognizable by a 4 year old, 

having a total of 2.5 million labeled instances in 328k images. They also use a De-

formable Parts Model for improving the results of bounding box and segmentation. 

Finally, they use MSCOCO dataset for training the model. 

In [45], they present a simple model that is able to generate descriptive sentences 

when they give a sample image. The model has a strong focus on the syntax of the 

descriptions. They train a bilinear model that learns a metric between image represen-

tation and phrases used to describe them. The model is then able to infer phrases from 

a given image sample. They also propose a simple language model that is able to 

produce relevant descriptions for a given test image using the inferred phrases. 

In [46], they propose a method for automatically answering questions about images 

by bringing together recent advances from NLP and computer vision. They combine 

discrete reasoning with uncertain predictions by a multiworld approach that represents 

uncertainty about the perceived world in a Bayesian framework. The system is trained 

from question-answer pairs. Table 5 shows the use of the proposed method. 

In [47] and [48], they propose a method for NLP is which they group words of a 

human language into a corpus that is indexed in vectors for representing similarity 

and semantic meaning. In this approach (word embeddings) complex meaning and 

association can be represented. 
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Table 5. The proposed multiword approach (I = Individual, S = Set)[46]. 

Type Description Template Example 

I Counting and 

colors 

How many {color}{object} are in 

{image_id}? 

How many gray cabinets are 

in image 1? 

I 
Room type 

Which type of the room is depicted in 

{image_id}? 

Which type of the room is 

depicted in image 1? 

I 
Superlatives 

What is the largest {object} in {im-

age_id}? 

What is the largest object in 

image 1? 

S 
Negations type 1 Which images do not have {object}? 

Which images do not have 

sofa? 

S 
Negations type 2 Which images are not {room_type}? 

Which images are not bed-

room? 

S 
Negations type 3 

Which images have {object} but do 

not have a {object}? 

Which images have desk but 

not have a lamp? 

In [49], they present the Neural Image Caption (NIC) model that generates natural 

sentences describing a model. It uses Convolutional Neural Networks for computer 

vision and Recurrent Neural Networks for language generating. 

In [50], they present the Novel Visual Concept (NVC) dataset, in this project, the 

model learns novel visual concepts and their interactions, from a few images with 

sentences descriptions. 

In [51], they propose a multimedia analysis framework to process video and text 

jointly for understanding events and answering queries. The model produces a parse 

graph that represents the compositional structures of spatial information (objects and 

scenes), temporal information (actions and events) and casual information (causalities 

between events and fluent) in the video and text. The knowledge is represented in a 

S/T/C-AOG graph (spatial-temporal-causal And-Or Graph).  

In [52], they compare the accuracy of models in many tasks like object classifica-

tion, segmentation, etc., using different image datasets like Pascal VOC 2007, MIT 67 

Indoor Scenes, etc. 
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Fig.1. Tests of image classification. a) RStudio + Keras + imageNet b) Matlab + Deep 

Learning Toolbox + AlexNet  

Finally, we tested some of the models using a) RStudio with keras package, b) Matlab 

with the Deep Learning Toolbox and AlexNet model, having good results as we can 

see in Figure 1. 

4 Discussion 

Despite computer vision and image understanding don’t get the same results as the 

human vision does, they have gotten an outstanding progress. Deep Learning models 

have achieved the best performance so far. Researchers can use pre-trained models 

like VGGNet or GooLeNet in order to skip the training process and start testing and 

using these models. For different problems, researchers also can benefit from transfer 

learning that is a technique that uses most of the layers of a pre-trained model but 

changes the last layers for a particular classification. 

In order to answer our research question: “The use of image understanding may as-

sist workers to get a better performance compared with traditional methods?”, we can 

say that there are many fields like Medicine, security, traffic, industrial process that 

are experimenting with image understanding giving promising results that may bene-

fit workers to perform much better and get  brilliant results.  

Popular tools for working with image understanding are the Python/R language in 

combination with Tensorfow library and Keras framework. Matlab with its deep 

learning toolbox is also an easy to start tool.  

In the other hand, the limitations that we have with deep learning for image under-

standing are the need of a lot of data and computer power in order to train new mod-

els. To overcome these problems, we can build our own specialized datasets but this 

initiative takes a lot of work. To cope with the need of computer power, we can use 

cloud platforms like Microsoft cognitive services, IBM Watson, Google cloud ser-

vices, Amazon cloud services, etc. 

5 Conclusions 

Describing content of an image is a complex and challenging task which joins com-

puter vision and natural language processing techniques. In this context, for computer 

vision, researchers use Convolutional Neural Networks, and for Natural Language 

Processing they often use Recurrent Neural Networks and Long Short-Term Memory. 

We also found that the depth of layers is important for the accuracy of the classifica-

tion. Researchers also use many computer vision techniques like segmentation, image 

classification, scene understanding, and color detection. 

For training models we need a lot of human work, so many related works are based 

on crowd work. Among others the MSCOCO is a popular dataset. For image descrip-

tion, researchers train models with question-answer pairs. Models are able to infer 

phrases from images. So far, very limited questions can be asked to the model. For 
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designing the questions that the model can answer, they use templates with the actions 

that the model can detect. 

Newcomers and developers can use pre-trained deep learning models like VGGNet 

or GooLeNet in order to perform tasks like object identification, image segmentation, 

image captioning, etc. They can also use transfer learning to easily adapt those models 

to new datasets. In the other hand we can use languages like Python, Matlab or R 

language in conjunction with libraries like Tensorflow, OpenCV, Keras to work with 

image understanding tasks. Finally, web portals like Kaggle, allow us to program with 

Python or R with Tensorflow in the cloud, we do not need to install them.  

For future work, we plan to test some of the models that we described in the pre-

sent work in order to figure out the best techniques for image understanding. In the 

other hand, our future goal is to train and test models and datasets of urban traffic 

applications. 
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